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Jarkko Syyrilä 

 

Jarkko was appointed Head of Public Affairs of Nordea Wealth Management in March 2016. Since June 

2014 he was Head of Compliance of Nordea Asset Management managing a global compliance team, 

having relocated back to his native Finland. From October 2010 he was Deputy Director General of the 

European Fund and Asset Management Association in Brussels with responsibility for driving EFAMA’s 

regulatory activities ie. analysis of proposed financial services legislation and dialogue on it with the EU 

institutions and regulators. He was appointed Board member of EFAMA in 2008. 

 

Jarkko joined the Investment Management Association in London in 2006 as Head of European Affairs, in 

order to take forward the IMA's initiatives to improve the Single Market on investment management in the 

EU. In 2007 he was appointed Head of International Affairs and in 2008 Director, International Relations, 

managing IMA’s international relations globally.  

 

Since March 2004 Jarkko worked for the Committee of European Securities Regulators in Paris. He was 

the first Rapporteur of the CESR Expert Group on Investment Management, putting in place a new coop-

eration model for EU’s asset management regulators to facilitate better functioning of the Single Market 

on investment management. He coordinated CESR’s work on e.g. the transitional guidelines for UCITS 

III, eligible assets of UCITS and simplification of the cross-border notification procedure of UCITS.  

 

Jarkko worked for the Finnish Financial Supervision Authority in 1993-2004 on different tasks concerning 

the regulation and supervision of financial institutions. For the last five years he led the authority's fund 

supervision unit, which was responsible for supervising the Finnish mutual fund activities and the market-

ing of foreign collective investment schemes in Finland. In 2003 at the Finnish Ministry of Finance he 

drafted the UCITS III implementation into the Finnish legislation. 

 

Jarkko has been a member of the Consultative Working Group of ESMA’s Investment Management 

Standing Committee since 2013. He was a member of the IOSCO/ Regulatory Committee of the Interna-

tional Investment Funds Association in 2007-2014. Jarkko was a member of the UCITS Contact Commit-

tee chaired by the Commission in 1997-2003. He was also a member of the Finnish delegation to negotiate 

the UCITS III Directives at the Council in 1998-2001. 

 

He has a Masters degree in law at the University of Helsinki and in public administration at the University 

of Tampere. He is co-author of the leading legal commentary on the Finnish mutual fund legislation. 
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